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Abstract 

The aim of this paper is to interface a seven segment 
display to microcontroller and to describe about the 
necessary hardware and coding for the same. 
Keywords: LED, anode, cathode, multiplexed 
display. 

1. Introduction 

This paper is about how to interface a seven 
segment LED display to an 8051 microcontroller. 7 
segment LED display is  very popular and it can 
display[1] digits from 0 to 9 and quite a few 
characters like A, b, C, ., H, E, e, F, n, o,t,u,y, etc. 
Knowledge about how to interface a seven segment 
display to a micro controller is very essential in 
designing embedded systems. A seven segment 
display consists of seven LEDs arranged in the 
form of a squarish ’8′ slightly inclined to the right 
and a single LED as the dot character. Different 
characters can be displayed by selectively[2] 
glowing the required LED segments. Seven 
segment displays are of two types, common 
cathode and common anode. In common cathode 
type , the cathode of all LEDs are tied together to a 
single terminal which is usually labeled as ‘com‘   
and the anode of all LEDs are left alone as 
individual pins labeled as a, b, c, d, e, f, g &  h (or 
dot) . In common anode type, the anode[3] of all 
LEDs are tied together as a single terminal and 
cathodes are left alone as individual pins. 

 

2. Working 

The seven segment display is of two types [4]: 

 

1. Common cathode 
 

2. Common anode 
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In case of common cathode display, cathode of all 
the leds are connected to a common ground and 
logic 1 is applied to the anode of led which is to be 
glown. 

In case of common anode[6] display, anode of all 
leds are commonly connected to supply and logic 0 
is applied to cathode of led which is to be glown. 

 

3. Circuit Diagram 

 

 

Figure  shows how to interface 7-seg display to a 
microcontroller. Now we create a lookup table 
containing the seven segment pattern to display[5] 
the corresponding hex digits. e.g. consider we have 
to display '1' from the above figure  we come to 
know that turning ON segment B & C will show '1' 
on the 7-seg display so P2.1 & P2.2 should be 

LOGIC 0 whereas rest of the pins should be 
LOGIC 1. 

4. Coding 

You can use it for any other PIC[7] controller with 
few changes in configuration bits. 

#include<p18f4550.h> 

#pragma config FOSC = HS          //High Speed 

Crystal Oscillator 

#pragma config WDT = OFF         //Watch Dog 

Timer disabled 

#pragma config LVP = OFF           //Single-Supply 

ICSP disabled 

#pragma config MCLRE = OFF     //MCLR pin 

disabled. Now there is no need to give High Logic 

on this pin to keep the controller functioning 

#define  cs   PORTBbits.RB0 

 

void display(int , int); 

void delay(unsigned int); 

 

void main(void) 

{ 

TRISBbits.TRISB0 = 0;         //used for Chip Select 

function; configured as output 

TRISBbits.TRISB1 = 0;         //used for SCK; 

configured as output 

TRISCbits.TRISC7 = 0;         //used for transferring 

serial data; configured as output 

 

//SPI 

 SSPSTAT = 0xC0;                 //SSPSTAT=11000000  

i.e. configure SPI settings 
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 SSPCON1 = 0x20;                //SSPCON1=00100000 

Enables serial port and configures SCK, SDO and 

SDI as serial port pins & clock=FOSC/4 

 display(0x0B,0X07);              //scanlimit(digits 0-7) 

 display(0x09,0X00);               //decode mode off 

 display(0x0A,0X0F);              //intensity highest 

 display(0x0C,0X01);              //shutdown mode off 

 display(0x0F,0X00);               //test mode off 

 

 display(1,'9'); 

 display(2,'2'); 

 display(3,'3'); 

 display(4,'4'); 

 display(5,'5'); 

 display(6,'P'); 

 display(7,'d'); 

 display(8,'b'); 

 delay(1500); 

 display(1,'6'); 

 display(2,'1'); 

 display(3,'0'); 

 display(4,'t'); 

 while(1); 

} 

 

void display(int addr, int value) 

{ 

  cs = 0;                                         //enable MAX7221 

to receive new value 

  SSPBUF = addr;                         //sending the 

address of digit serially 

  while(!SSPSTATbits.BF);            //wait until the 

address is sent 

  switch(value) 

   { 

    case '0' : value = 126; break; 

    case '1' : value = 48;   break; 

    case '2' : value = 109; break; 

    case '3' : value = 121; break; 

    case '4' : value = 51;   break; 

    case '5' : value = 91;   break; 

    case '6' : value = 95;   break; 

    case '7' : value = 112; break; 

    case '8' : value = 127; break; 

    case '9' : value = 115; break; 

    case 't' : value = 15;    break; 

    case 'P' : value = 103; break; 

    case 'b' : value = 31;   break; 

    case 'd' : value = 61;   break; 

   } 

  

  SSPBUF = value;                    //sending the value 

which is to be displayed 

  while(!SSPSTATbits.BF);        //wait until the value 

is sent 

  cs = 1;                                     //disable MAX7221 to 

receive any new value 

} 
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void delay(unsigned int time)      //delay function 

{ 

 unsigned int i,j; 

 for(i=0;i<time;i++) 

   for(j=0;j<120;j++);  

} 

5. Conclusion and Advantages 

The interfacing of seven segment display with 
necessary coding and hardware has been explained. 

Its advantage is that it can be used to display any 
important data to user for further use. It can be used 
to display commands or any result of data 
manipulation by microcontroller. 
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